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Abstract 
The workshop on model-driven development of 
advanced user interfaces will be a forum of multi-
disciplinary discussion on how to integrate model-
driven development with the often more informal 
methodologies used in user-centered design. Starting 
point of the discussion will be the tools, models, 
methods and experiences of the workshop participants. 
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Background: Model-Driven Development 
Model-Driven Development (MDD, also Model Driven 
Software Development, Model Driven Engineering 
[1][2]) has become an important paradigm in software 
development. It uses models as primary artifacts in the 
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development process. Models are often visual models, 
like UML models, but can also be represented in textual 
formats like XML. Each model is denoted by a modeling 
language. In MDD, a modeling language is defined by a 
model itself, the so-called meta-model. A model-driven 
development process usually makes use of different 
models on different levels of abstraction. Model 
transformations are used to transform a model (semi-) 
automatically into another (usually less abstract) model 
and finally into the final implementation code.  

MDD provides a large number of powerful concepts and 
tools to deal with models, meta-models, and model 
transformations. They provide support for systematic 
and efficient software development. 

MDD for User Interfaces 
Model-driven development of user interfaces applies 
the principles of MDD to the target domain of user 
interfaces. Thereby, the modeling concepts have 
evolved from the large area of model-based user 
interface development [3][4]. While these approaches 
have not spread widely into practice in the past, the 
emerging need for device independence makes model-
driven approaches more and more important [5]. Since 
one major advantage of MDD is that there are different 
models for particular purposes (e.g. different views in 
UML or other modeling languages of the same system, 
according to the stakeholders) this also applies to MDD 
for user interfaces. Here, one well-known use-case is to 
separate the content (what is displayed) from the 
design (how it is displayed) into distinct models. 

For instance, the paradigm of ubiquitous computing 
assumes user interfaces to run on diverse target 
platforms in a consistent way. User interfaces are 

expected to adapt at runtime to the current application 
context and available devices or even migrate at 
runtime between different devices. Platform-
independent, abstract models provide an excellent base 
to address such requirements.  

In the previous four editions of this workshop we have 
seen a lot of models, transformations and tools for 
model-driven user interface development. These 
approaches also tackled advanced user interface 
features like multi-platform and plasticity [6][7], 
context-sensitiveness [8], multimedia [9][10], 3D and 
augmented reality [11][12], ambient production 
environments [13], wearable sensors [14], interactive 
TV [15], and many others. 

Motivation: Enhancing the User Experience 
As mentioned above, the previous workshop editions 
have shown that concepts for model-driven user 
interface development are already becoming mature. 
However, the quality of the resulting user interfaces, in 
terms of the user experience, has always been one of 
the most difficult issues. In some cases, the user 
interfaces generated from the models can even improve 
the usability as they are for instance very consistent. 
However, it comes to a drawback if some parts of the 
user interface require individual design e.g. because of 
its complexity or to increase the likeability of the 
product.  

For these reasons, an optimal development method 
should support both: systematic model-driven user 
interface development and individual design knowledge 
as usually resulting from manual, informal methods in 
user-centered design.  
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Workshop Goals 
The current edition of this workshop aims to focus on 
challenges, opportunities, practical problems, and 
proposed solutions to integrate model-driven user 
interface development and informal design methods 
and tools. This includes topics like: 

• Tools supporting model-driven development of 
advanced user interfaces, for instance visual 
tools or tools for non-experts in model-driven 
development. 

• Models related to one or more HCI-aspects that 
positively affect the user experience of the 
modeled application. 

• Project experience on user interface 
development using a model-driven 
development approach. 

• Support for the combination of models and 
informal design knowledge in a model-driven 
development process. 

To answer these questions, the workshop aims to bring 
together experts from all possible sides in user 
interface development, like experts in model-driven 
user interface development, experts in user-centered 
design, graphics designers, interaction designers, etc.  

This workshop aims to foster interdisciplinary 
discussion between these different viewpoints. 
Therefore, we will build working groups consisting of 
people from different backgrounds. Depending on the 
individual background, we expect the following benefits 
for participants: 

Participants with background in modeling will have the 
possibility to discuss with people from different 
backgrounds: 

• Where do they see strengths and limitations of 
the model-driven approaches? Where is a more 
individual, manual design required?  

• How can model-driven approaches be made 
more accessible? What could be promising 
tools?  

Participants with a non-modeling background have the 
opportunity to discuss with modeling experts: 

• What is the current state-of-the-art in model-
driven user interface development? What do 
they cover?  

• How could I adopt concepts from model-driven 
development? What are available tools? Where 
are the links to my area? 

Finally, all participants together are encouraged to 
contribute to the central question: 

How to better integrate model-driven approaches and 
informal methods from user-centered design? 

Workshop Format 
The workshop will start with a short introduction by the 
organizers, followed by short presentations by the 
participants about their tools, methods and 
experiences, and plenary discussion. The presentations 
and discussion will be held before lunch. 
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After lunch the participants will work in small (inter-
disciplinary) groups of 4 to 5 persons around a focused 
topic. The results of this group work will be presented 
and discussed in a closing plenary session. Publication 
of these results as position papers in the proceedings 
will be considered. 
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